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In recent work �J. Rubin and M. Wechselberger, Biol. Cybern. 97, 5 �2007��, we explained the
appearance of remarkably slow oscillations in the classical Hodgkin-Huxley �HH� equations, modi-
fied by scaling a time constant, using recently developed theory about mixed-mode oscillations
�MMOs�. This theory is only rigorously valid, however, for � sufficiently small, where � is a
parameter that arises from nondimensionalization of the HH system. Here, we illustrate how the
parameter regime over which MMOs exist, and the features of the MMO patterns within this
regime, vary with respect to several key parameters in the nondimensionalized HH equations,
including �. Moreover, we explain our findings in terms of the effects that these parameters are
expected to have on certain organizing structures within the corresponding flow, generalized from
analysis done previously in the singular limit. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2789564�

It is well known that the space-clamped Hodgkin-Huxley
(HH) equations1 exhibit stable periodic relaxation oscilla-
tions for a certain range of constant applied depolarizing
current. Recent studies2–6 have shown that a modified
version of the HH equations, where only the speeds of the
gating dynamics of the corresponding ion channels are
changed, can lead to very slow firing rates of action po-
tentials. In Ref. 6, we explained this observation and the
corresponding complex oscillatory patterns, known as
mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs), within the framework
of multiple timescales analysis via the generalized canard
phenomenon.8 In this paper, we show how features of
MMO patterns vary with respect to several key param-
eters in the modified HH equations. Moreover, the wide
range of results that we numerically observe can be
linked to the multiple timescales analysis, at least on a
qualitative level.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Hodgkin-Huxley �HH� equations, which were de-
rived empirically to describe the evolution of the membrane
potential of the squid giant axon,1 represent a rich source of
interesting dynamics. The nondimensionalized Hodgkin-
Huxley system

�
dv
d�

= �Ī − m3h�v − ĒNa� − ḡkn
4�v − ĒK� − ḡl�v − ĒL�� ,

�
dm

d�
=

1

�mtm�v�
�m��v� − m� ,

�1�
dh

d�
=

1

�hth�v�
�h��v� − h� ,

dn

d�
=

1

�ntn�v�
�n��v� − n� ,

was derived in Ref. 6 from a version of the classical HH
equations obtained by introducing independent time con-
stants �m , �h , �n in the conductance equations, as suggested
in Refs. 2–5. The value of � that results from this derivation
is 1 /120�0.0083, which represents the reciprocal of the
largest maximal ionic conductance, that of the sodium cur-
rent, in the original model. The classical case thus corre-
sponds to �=0.0083, with �m=�h=�n=1 and with other pa-
rameter values and functional forms given in the Appendix
�see also Ref. 6�.

By setting �=0 in system �1�, we obtain the correspond-
ing reduced �or slow sub-� system, describing the evolution
of �h ,n� on the two-dimensional manifold S0 defined by

n4�v,m,h� =
Ī − m3h�v − ĒNa� − ḡl�v − ĒL�

ḡk�v − ĒK�
, �2�

m�v,n,h� = m��v� . �3�

S0 is a cubic shaped surface, S0=Sa
−�L−�Sr�L+�Sa

+, fea-
turing two attracting branches Sa

�, a repelling branch Sr, a
fold L− at which Sa

− and Sr meet, and a fold L+ at which Sr

and Sa
+ meet �see Fig. 1�. In Ref. 6, we prove that system �1�

possesses three-dimensional local center manifolds in a
neighborhood of each of L�, which are exponentially attract-
ing. On each, the vector field is given by

�
dv
d�

= �Ī − m�
3 �v�h�v − ĒNa� − ḡkn

4�v − ĒK� − ḡl�v − ĒL��

¬ F�v,n,h� ,
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dh

d�
=

1

�hth�v�
�h��v� − h� ¬ H�v,h� , �4�

dn

d�
=

1

�ntn�v�
�n��v� − n� ¬ N�v,n� ,

corresponding to simply setting m=m��v� in Eq. �1�, as
specified in Eq. �3�.

Remark 1.1: Away from the fold lines, the manifolds Sa
−

and Sa
+ are normally hyperbolic. Therefore, for � sufficiently

small, each of these perturbs, away from L�, to a two-
dimensional invariant manifold, and a global reduction of
system (1) away from L� to a two-dimensional system on
these manifolds is justified.7 Since we are concerned with
trajectories that approach L�, however, we will work with
Eq. (4).

Past work has demonstrated that a step increase in �h or
�n can lead to the existence of mixed-mode oscillations
�MMOs�, featuring alternating sets of large excursions and of
small �or subthreshold� oscillations �STOs� in v, as solutions
of the dimensional form of Eq. �1�2–5 �see Fig. 2�. In Ref. 6,
we used recently developed mathematical theory8,10,11 to ex-
plain the onset and offset of MMOs in system �4� under the
systematic, independent variation of �h , �n, and I. For the

parameter Ī that appears in Eq. �4�, we have Ī= I /k, where k
is a particular constant that emerges from nondimensional-

ization �see the Appendix�, and we vary I rather than Ī to
allow for direct comparison with I values from the original
HH equations.

In this paper, we consider how the values of �h and I, as
well as the parameter �, select the properties of the MMOs
that arise in system �4�. That is, a label Ls is applied to each
MMO to characterize the number of large excursions �L� and
small oscillations �s� that occur per cycle. We would like to
know how the parameters in Eq. �4� contribute to the selec-

tion of L and s. Strictly speaking, the MMO theory that has
been developed is valid close to the singular limit �↓0, and
thus it is of interest to consider how the behavior of solutions
changes as � is made larger. Heuristically, increases in � lead
to a blurring between the fast and slow timescales in system
�4�, while increases in �h result in a separation between the
timescales of the h- and n-dynamics, such that changes in �
and �h both offer the possibility of interesting effects that are
outside of the existing rigorous theory. In addition to � and
�h, we consider the effects of varying I, since I represents a
natural bifurcation parameter in the HH equations and varia-
tions in I can transition Eq. �4� from excitable to oscillatory,
with MMOs arising along the way.6 To keep the paper fo-
cused, we do not consider variation of �n here.2–6

In Sec. II, we list a set of assumptions that set up a
structure that can allow for the existence of MMOs in gen-
eral systems with one fast and two slow variables in R3.
Further, we define certain quantities that are relevant to the
existence and characteristics of MMOs, and we state funda-
mental existence theorems that were proven previously8,10

for certain types of MMOs. In Sec. III, we use these theo-
rems to consider the effect of � on the values of I at which
the onset and offset of MMOs occur for system �4�, and we
explain why, for ��10−5, system �4� is outside the regime
where these theorems rigorously apply. Section IV contains
our results on how changes in � ,�h, and I affect the charac-
teristics of MMOs for system �4�. These results are presented
through numerical experiments, accompanied by theoretical
explanations. The theory here is stated in terms of the effects
of parameters both on the local flow near transitions from
small oscillations to large excursions and on the global return
to this transitional region, extrapolated from rigorous results
in the singular limit. The main points within these results are
summarized in Sec. V.

FIG. 1. Cubic shaped critical manifold S0 of the dimensionless HH system
�1� with I=9.6, shown in �v ,h ,n� space. In this visualization, the left, center,
and right branches of S0 are Sa

−, Sr, and Sa
+, respectively, while the lower

�upper� fold is L− �L+�.

FIG. 2. An MMO that arises as a solution of the classical HH model, with
additional time constants �m ,�h ,�n inserted in the m ,h ,n equations, respec-
tively. Here, �m=1, �h=3, �n=1, and I=10.6. Top: voltage time course fea-
turing small oscillations between large excursions. Bottom: same solution
projected to the �h ,v� plane.
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II. BRIEF SUMMARY OF RELEVANT MMO THEORY

Consider a three-dimensional system, such as Eq. �4�,
with singular perturbation parameter � and with one fast and
two slow variables. If the system has a cubic shaped critical
manifold

S0 = ��v,h,n� � R3:F�v,n,h� = 0� ,

then certain additional features ensure the existence of
MMOs for � sufficiently small. Essentially, MMOs arise
when, for �=0, there exists a singular periodic orbit that
becomes trapped in a funnel structure, created by invariant
manifolds of branches of S0, near one of the folds of S0. To
make this more precise, and to set up notation that will be
useful later in the paper, we state the following assumptions,
which are also given in Ref. 6.

Assumption 1: The manifold Sª ��v ,h ,n��S0 :h
� �0,1�� is “cubic-shaped;” i.e., S=Sa

−�L−�Sr�L+�Sa
+

with attracting upper and lower branches Sa
�, Sa

+�Sa
−

ª ��v ,h ,n��S :Fv�v ,h ,n��0�, a repelling branch Sr

ª ��v ,h ,n��S :Fv�v ,h ,n��0� and fold curves L�, L+�L−

ª ��v ,h ,n��S :Fv�v ,h ,n�=0, Fvv�v ,h ,n��0�; see Fig. 3.
Recall that the reduced system for Eq. �4� is obtained by

setting �=0. A layer �or fast sub-� system is obtained by
rescaling to the fast time �1=� /� and then setting �=0. Let
P�L���Sa

� denote the projections of each of L� to the op-
posite attracting branch of S0, along the fast fibers of the
layer system �Fig. 3�.

Assumption 2: There exists a singular periodic orbit 	 of
Eq. �4� that is transversal to P�L�� on Sa

�. More specifically,
	=	a

−�	 f
−�	a

+�	 f
+ is a piecewise smooth closed curve

that consists of solutions 	a
��Sa

� of the reduced system of
Eq. �4�, connecting points on the projection curves
P�L���Sa

� to the fold curves L�, concatenated with solu-
tions 	 f

� of the layer system of Eq. �4�, connecting points on
L� to P�L��; see Fig. 3.

The reduced and layer systems represent the subsystems
that emerge naturally from the separation of timescales in
Eq. �4�. However, a useful alternative reduction comes from
noting that the critical manifold S0 is given as a graph
n�v ,h� ,h� �0,1� ,v�R, along which F�v ,n ,h�=0, based on
Eqs. �2� and �3�. The flow of the reduced system projected
onto the �h ,v� plane can be obtained from implicit differen-
tiation of F�v ,n ,h�=0, and is given by

� ḣ

− Fvv̇
	 = � H

FnN + FhH
	 , �5�

where F , H , and N are defined in Eq. �4�. The equation for
v̇ is singular along the fold curves: Fv=0. Therefore, we
rescale time by �→ t=� / �−Fv� to obtain the desingularized
reduced flow

�ḣ

v̇
	 = � − FvH

FnN + FhH
	 , �6�

where the overdot in Eq. �6� denotes differentiation with re-
spect to the new time t. System �6� has the same phase por-
trait as the reduced system �5�, but with the orientation of
trajectories reversed on Sr.

Equilibria of system �6� can be classified into regular
singularities and folded singularities. Regular singularities
are given by H=N=0, or equivalently, n�v ,h��v��=n��v�,
which has a solution v=v�I�, independent of �h and �n.
Folded singularities are given by Fv=0, which ensures that
they lie on one of L�, and FnN+FhH=0. These points de-
pend on �h , �n, and I. Since Fn�0 on the physiologically
relevant domain, there are no equilibria with H=0 and N
�0. Each folded singularity is classified as a folded node,
folded saddle, or folded saddle-node, based on its classifica-
tion as an equilibrium point of Eq. �6�. Note that folded
singularities are not equilibria of Eq. �5� but give the oppor-
tunity for the reduced flow to cross from Sa to Sr �a folded
node is shown in Fig. 4�. Finally, if a point on a fold is not a
folded singularity, it is called a jump point.

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of a singular periodic orbit 	 on a critical
manifold S0=Sa

−�Sr�Sa
+. Note that L� are folds of S0 and that P�L���Sa

�

are their projections to the opposite branches of S0.

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the reduced flow near a folded node sin-
gularity. �A� Trajectories of the desingularized flow are aligned according to
the strong �bold� and weak �dashed� stable eigendirections associated with
the node. The fold L lies on the h axis. �B� In the reduced flow near the
folded node singularity, all trajectories within the singular funnel on Sa,
corresponding to the shadowed region satisfying V�0, are funneled through
the folded node singularity to Sr �V�0�. Note that the strong �bold� eigen-
direction shown is a linear approximation of the corresponding strong ca-
nard. �C� Three-dimensional representation of the reduced flow on the criti-
cal manifold.
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Assumption 3: Let p� denote the points on 	 where 	a
�

intersect L�. One of p� is a folded node, while the other is a
jump point.

Assumptions 1–3 set up the �local� structure needed for
MMOs to exist. Whether they actually exist or not depends
on the global behavior of trajectories. Henceforth, we assume
that p+�L+ is a jump point, since that is always the case for
Eq. �4� �see Ref. 6�. Suppose that p−�L− is a folded node.
Within Sa

−, there exists a sector of solutions of Eq. �6�, called
the singular funnel of p−, that are funneled through p− to the
repelling surface Sr of the critical manifold. This sector is
bounded on one side by a branch of the strong stable mani-
fold of p−, which is called the strong canard, and on the
other side by L−. See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the singular
funnel.

To check for MMOs, we define a global return map

 : P�L+�� P�L+� by 
= P �
+ � P �
− in the singular limit,
where 
� : P�L���L� are defined from the flow of Eq. �6�
and P�L�� are the projections along the fast fibers, defined
below Assumption 1. Fixed points of 
, when they exist, are
singular periodic orbits, which may correspond to MMOs or
to relaxation oscillations of system �4�. The following theo-
rem guarantees the existence of MMOs in system �4� for
sufficiently small � if any initial condition within the funnel
of the folded node is mapped back into the funnel by the
global return map 
 �see Fig. 5�. Note that the existence of a
singular periodic orbit follows immediately when this condi-
tion is satisfied, since all trajectories within the singular fun-
nel are contracted to the folded singularity by the flow of Eq.
�6� on Sa

−.
Theorem 2.1 �see Ref. 8�: Suppose that system (4) sat-

isfies Assumptions 1–3. If p−�L− is a folded node and the
segment 	a

− of the singular periodic orbit 	 lies in the inte-
rior of the singular funnel of p−, then for � sufficiently small,
there exists a stable periodic orbit of MMO type 1s*

for some
s*�0.

Remark 2.1: If system (4) satisfies Assumptions 1–3 and
p−�L− is also a jump point, then the existence of a periodic
relaxation oscillation orbit follows for sufficiently small �.9

In this paper, we study not just the existence but also the
form of MMOs that arise in system �4�. Let �1 ,�2 denote the
eigenvalues of the linearization of Eq. �6� about the folded
node p−, with 
�1 
 � 
�2
. The numbers of large excursions L
and small oscillations s in an Ls MMO are related to 
ª�1 /�2�1 and the global flow of trajectories from L− to Sa

+

and back to Sa
−. More precisely, the maximal number of

STOs is

s* = s�� = �1 + 

2
� , �7�

where the right-hand side of Eq. �7� denotes the greatest
integer less than or equal to �1+� / �2�.10 Observe from
Eq. �7� that s*=1 for 1 /3��1. If �1 /3, then s*�1. In
this case, there exist ��1−�/2� secondary canards10 that
divide the singular funnel into subsectors. Trajectories enter-
ing these subsectors correspond to submaximal 1s MMO pat-
terns with s�s* �see Fig. 6�.

Note that  measures the relative rates of attraction to
the folded node along the two stable eigendirections, given
by the flow of Eq. �6�. Thus, changes in  affect the path
along which trajectories of Eq. �6� are contracted to the
folded node, and formula �7� for s�� quantifies how this
effect impacts the features of the corresponding MMOs.

The following theorem describes how variation of a pa-
rameter that modulates the global return map 
 can select
different 1s MMO patterns, with s�s*.

Theorem 2.2 �see Ref. 8�: Suppose that system (4) sat-
isfies Assumptions 1–3. Assume that there exist a parameter
� in system (4), independent of , and a value �0 such that
for �=�0, the segment 	a

− of the singular periodic orbit 	
coincides with a segment of the strong stable manifold of p−.
The following then holds, provided � is sufficiently small:
For each 1�s�s*, there exists an interval Js with length of
order O���1−�/2� such that if ��Js, then a stable 1s MMO
pattern exists.

While Theorem 2.1 simply gives the existence of MMOs
for some s�0, for � sufficiently small, Theorem 2.2 implies
that a variety of 1s MMO patterns exist. The result in Theo-
rem 2.2 can be considered in terms of a quantity � that mea-
sures the distance of the singular orbit 	 from the strong
canard �the border of the singular funnel�. This distance is
measured along P�L+�, which both 	 and the strong canard
intersect �see Fig. 7 for an example�. We define � such that
positive values of � result when the singular orbit is in the
interior of the singular funnel, where �=0 corresponds to �
=�0 in Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.2 implies that for � suffi-

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of a singular periodic orbit 	 on a critical
manifold S0=Sa

−�Sr�Sa
+ that corresponds to a periodic orbit of MMO type

1s for system �4� as described by Theorem 2.1.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Within the singular funnel, secondary canards form
the boundaries of subsectors traversed by submaximal MMO solutions. The
number of subsectors and their sizes depend on . For fixed parameters,
trajectories within sectors located farther from the strong eigendirection
�“strong”� approach the weak eigendirection �“weak”� more directly and
undergo more STOs per period than trajectories closer to the strong
eigendirection.
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ciently small, different � values give rise to different num-
bers s�s* of STOs, whereas s=s* is achieved for suffi-
ciently large �.

Remark 2.2: We can achieve �=0 in system (4) by vary-
ing I or �h. For I such that ��I�=0, for example, the condi-
tions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. However, we do not iden-
tify a specific parameter, such as I or �h, which plays the role
of � in Eq. (4), because changes in each parameter lead to
changes in  as well as in �, and therefore do not fulfill the
condition that � is independent of . To vary � without
changing , we would have to define an auxiliary parameter
depending on more than one of the parameters in Eq. (4).

The selection of Ls patterns, with L�1 and s�s*, is less
well understood. In the next sections, we will explore the
impact of � , I, and �h on the existence of MMOs as well as
on L�1 and s.

III. APPLICATION OF MMO THEORY TO EQ. „4…

In Ref. 6, we established that there exist �h
e �1 and Ic

�0 such that Eq. �4� satisfies Assumptions 1–3 whenever
�h��h

e, �n=1, and Ic� I� Ir��h�. The value Ic�4.8 is deter-
mined as the bifurcation value above which Eq. �6� has a
folded node. This value is independent of �h. The value Ir��h�
is the upper bound on the interval of I values within which
the global flow maps points in the singular funnel back into
the singular funnel. For I= Ir��h�, 	a

− coincides with a seg-
ment of the strong canard, with ��Ir��h��=0. The value Ir��h�
depends on �h, since the global flow itself does. For example,
Ir��h=3��9.7, while Ir��h=6��15.6. The relation Ic

� Ir��h� holds precisely for �h��h
e �1.3. Qualitatively simi-

lar results are expected for other values of �n, but we fix �n

=1 for concreteness.
Given that Assumptions 1–3 hold, MMOs exist for �

sufficiently small by either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2.
However, once � becomes positive, the values of I at which
the onset and offset of MMOs occur may deviate from Ic and
Ir��h�, respectively.

To explore more fully the dependence of onset and offset
of MMOs on parameters, and to move beyond onset/offset to
additional characteristics of the MMOs that exist, we system-
atically simulated system �4� over a range of �I ,�� values, for
�h=3 and �h=6, using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
implemented in XPPAUT

12 with a time step of �0.01 units.
For a large number of particular parameter sets, we classified
the resulting MMO solutions according to the numbers of
subthreshold oscillations �s� and large excursions �L�
present. We used these results to partition �I ,�� parameter
space into regions in which different MMO patterns arise,
using linear interpolation to generate solid boundary curves
between regions based on a discrete set of data points. To
avoid excessive partitioning of parameter space, it made
sense to group L=3 and L=4 solutions together, so we let
few denote 3 or 4. Given this, it is natural to let more denote
5 or more and to have a term meaning the complement of
more, for which we selected less. The results of these simu-
lations appear in Figs. 8 and 9.

To understand these and other ��0 results, and to relate
them to the singular �=0 theory, we consider =�I� and
�=��I�, as introduced in Sec. II. These quantities are defined
in the singular limit; however, when we perturb away from
the singular limit, corresponding quantities exist. In particu-
lar, there exists a near identity coordinate transformation that
brings system �4� into the following normal form for a folded
node, in which  appears explicitly:8

ẋ = y − � + 1�z + O�x,�y + z�2,�� ,

ẏ = /2 + O�x,y,z,�� , �8�

�ż = x + z2 + O�xz2,xyz,z3� + �O�x,y,z,�� .

Note that =�I� in Eq. �8� is equivalent to =�1 /�2 in Eq.
�7�, the quotient of the eigenvalues of the corresponding
folded node, since eigenvalues are invariant under coordinate
transformation. Therefore, we can define a perturbed param-

FIG. 7. �Color� Definition of � using the global return map in the singular limit. Here, �h=3, �n=1, and I=8, which gives MMOs. Left: Fold curves L− �red
solid�, L+ �black solid�, P�L−� �red dashed�, P�L+� �black dashed�, strong canard �green solid�, folded node of Eq. �6� �red circle�, projection of the folded node
to Sa

+ �green dashed�, resulting flow in Sa
+ �cyan solid�, projection of the trajectory from its intersection with L+ to P�L+� �cyan dashed�, and flow from that

return back to a neighborhood of the folded node �blue solid�, as defined from Eq. �6� and the projection P. The blue triangle is a saddle singularity of Eq.
�6�, and the arrows show the direction of flow. Since all points in the singular funnel are funneled through the folded node, the singular periodic orbit consists
of the green dashed, cyan solid and dashed, and blue solid curves, along with the continuation of the latter up to the folded node. Right: A zoomed view
illustrates the distance � between the return point and the strong canard, in P�L+�.
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eter �I ,��ª�I�+O��� in system �8�, which characterizes
the rotational behavior of the invariant manifolds in the same
way that �I� does in the singular limit. Note that if �I� is
large compared to the perturbation �, then � has only a weak
influence on  and hence on rotational properties. If  is of
the order of the perturbation �, then the influence of � be-
comes significant.

Similarly, we can define ��I ,�� by measuring the dis-
tance between a periodic solution and the strong canard so-
lution, in a section in �v ,h ,n� space that is an appropriate
perturbation of the curve ��v ,h ,n� : �v ,h�� P�L+� ,n satisfies
Eq. �2� with m=m��v��.

A. The influence of the perturbation � on the onset
of MMOs

In the singular limit �→0, a folded singularity of Eq. �6�
is classified as a folded node if �0, and a folded saddle-
node arises in the limiting case →0. The folded saddle-
node limit occurs at the onset of MMOs at I= Ic, and in this
limit, the number s* of maximal STOs tends to infinity �
→0� �see Eq. �7��. The onset of MMOs is observed in Eq.
�4� as a Hopf bifurcation, which can be located numerically,
as I is increased in Eq. �4�. However, the existence of a Hopf
bifurcation in itself simply implies the existence of �small
amplitude� oscillations, and the additional theory described
in Sec. II must be invoked to account for MMOs.

Although the theory derived in the �→0 singular limit
predicts the onset of MMOs at =0, Figs. 8 and 9 show that
the I value at which the onset of MMOs occurs, call it Ic���,
is significantly increased under perturbations ��0. Table I
lists the values of � and Ic���, as well as �Ic����, for �h=3,
for a selection of � values, including the value emerging
from nondimensionalization of the original HH equations
��=0.0083�. Note that in Table I, the value �Ic���� is the
value of , computed in the �=0 limit, at the I value at
which MMO onset is observed to occur for the values of �
shown.

To understand the mechanism for the � dependence of Ic,
recall that, as discussed above, the perturbation ��0 can
cause a shift in �I� values, from �I� to �I ,��=�I�
+O���. Thus, for fixed ��0, the onset condition �I ,��=0
could potentially occur at any I value such that �I�, as com-
puted in the singular limit, is an O��� distance from 0.

Now, the onset of MMOs occurs as I increases in Eq.
�4�, which implies that �I ,�� is a monotonically increasing
function of I near Ic���, for each fixed �. Numerically, we
find that �I� is a monotonically increasing function on all of
�Ic , Ir��h��. Furthermore, we find that Ic��� is increasing
monotonically. Hence, the onset of MMOs moves to values
of I that had larger �I� values in the singular limit. This
result implies that the perturbation to ��0 causes negative
shifts in ; that is, �I ,����I� for fixed I. Therefore, for
fixed �, the excitable structure, for which Eq. �6� has a folded
saddle �recall that a folded saddle is defined by �I��0� and
a regular node, persists for Ic� I� Ic���.

The sizes of the �Ic���� values in Table I are consistent
with the claim that these are shifted to 0 by O��� perturba-
tions, yielding the shift of the onset of MMOs. The particu-
larly strong shift shown in Figs. 8 and 9 is due to the fact that
�I� is a very slowly increasing function, such that I has to

FIG. 8. Phase diagram for MMO solutions found numerically for Eq. �4�,
for �h=3, �n=1. Each label refers to the qualitative form of MMOs found in
the corresponding region. We define more as any number greater than or
equal to 5, less as any number less than 5, and few as 3 or 4. In the 1mix

region, we find that MMOs generally take the form 1s11s21s11s2. . ., typically
with 
s1−s2 
 �1 in this particular region. Small pockets of such MMOs may
also occur elsewhere in �I ,�� space, but we only find them over much
smaller parameter ranges outside of the 1mix region. Within the few1 /more1

region, we find progressively more large excursions as I increases.

FIG. 9. Phase diagram for MMO solutions found numerically for Eq. �4�,
for �h=6, �n=1. The same terminology is used as in Fig. 8.

TABLE I. The onset of MMOs under variation of � with �h=3.

� Ic��� �Ic����

0 4.9 0
0.001 5.2 0.0026
0.002 5.6 0.0057
0.004 6.3 0.011
0.006 7.0 0.015
0.0083 7.8 0.020
0.01 8.3 0.023
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be increased significantly to cause an O��� increase in .
Within Figs. 8 and 9, the linearity of the dependence on � of
the Ic��� value at which the onset of MMOs arises is clearly
apparent. The mechanism responsible for this linearity re-
mains to be explained precisely.

B. The influence of the perturbation � on the offset
of MMOs

As can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9, the value of I at which
the offset of MMOs occurs, via a transition to regular relax-
ation oscillations, is much less strongly dependent on � than
is the onset value. When a folded node exists, either MMOs
or relaxation oscillations may occur. The selection between
MMOs and relaxation oscillations is determined by whether
initial conditions within the singular funnel of the folded
node return back to the singular funnel or not, under the
global flow map 
. In the singular limit, this transition is
defined by ��I= Ir��h��=0. We observe numerically that the
global return mechanism here is relatively insensitive to �,
which gives rise to the weak effect of � on ��I ,��=��I�
+O���.

C. The influence of the perturbation �
on the existence of maximal MMO patterns

Theorem 2.1 states that for sufficiently small � and for
�0, 1s MMO patterns with maximal STO number s=s*

exist if the singular periodic orbit lies in the interior of the
singular funnel of the folded node, away from the border of
the singular funnel that is given by the strong canard of the
folded node �i.e., if ��0 is not too small�. In other words, if
�0 and ��0 are sufficiently bigger than the perturbation
��0, then the influence of the perturbation � on the maximal
MMO pattern obtained in the singular limit is negligible. Let
us consider the relation between , �, and � under which
Theorem 2.1 holds in more detail:

• =�I� has to be bigger than O���, i.e., �I��� as �
→0 is needed. This follows from the results on canards in
R3 presented in Ref. 11. In a nutshell, the parameter 
scales with order � in the geometric singular perturbation
analysis of canards, rather than with order �. If =O���,
then the maximal number of STOs may be significantly
perturbed away from s*, and therefore Theorem 2.1 cannot
hold. In the terminology of canards, a folded singularity
that exists with =O��� corresponds to a folded saddle-
node type singularity, as is defined by =0 in the singular
limit.

• �=��I� has to be bigger than O���1−�/2�, i.e.,
��I����1−�/2 as �→0 is needed. This follows from the
analysis on MMOs done in Ref. 8. In the singular limit, the
entire singular funnel gives maximal STOs. That is, the
border of the maximal subthreshold region is the strong
canard itself, at �=0. Theorem 2.2 results because for �
sufficiently small but nonzero, the border becomes a sector
of size O���1−�/2�, near the strong canard. This sector is
divided into subsectors, bordered by secondary canards,
that allow the possibility of various MMO patterns, other
than 1s �see Fig. 6�. If ��I����1−�/2, for � sufficiently
small, then the corresponding periodic orbit is sufficiently

far away from these subsectors, and a maximal MMO pat-
tern is expected by Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, Theo-
rem 2.2 applies if �=O���1−�/2�, for � sufficiently small,
and it implies that submaximal 1s patterns, i.e., s�s*, will
arise for such �.

Remark 3.1: Note that the size of the sector of submaxi-
mal canards, namely, O���1−�/2�, varies between O��1 / 2�,
for →0, and O��1 / 3�, for →1 /3, depending on 0�
�1 /3. Recall that the interval �0,1 /3� is the relevant range
of  values here, since for �1 /3, Eq. (7) gives s*=1, such
that there are no secondary canards, and the only MMOs
are 11.

The above discussion illustrates that for fixed �h, the
parameters � and I crucially shape the observed MMO pat-
terns, where I determines the important quantities =�I�
and �=��I� in the singular limit.

Now, let us consider what we know about  as well as �
for Eq. �4�. Recall that if all parameters other than I are held
fixed, the singular theory predicts the possibility of MMOs
on Ic� I� Ir��h�, where the folded node comes into existence
at I= Ic, with �Ic�=0. In fact, the folded node exists for
values I� Ir��h� beyond the transition to relaxation oscilla-
tions; it is the global return mechanism that causes a switch
from MMOs to relaxation oscillations at Ir��h�. The value
�I� appears to be a monotonically increasing function of I,
as noted above. Table II shows some of these values for
�h=3.

Next, consider the distance parameter �=��I� with ��I�
�0 on the interval �Ic , Ir��h��. Numerical experimentation
suggests that ��I� is a monotonically decreasing function of
I, although we have no rigorous proof of this observation.
Obviously, ��I� is a decreasing function close to I= Ir��h�,
since this is the transition value to relaxation oscillations
with ��Ir��h��=0, but monotonicity on the whole interval
�Ic , Ir��h�� cannot be guaranteed in general. Table II is con-
sistent with the claim that ��I� is indeed a monotonically
decreasing function for �h=3.

A necessary requirement for Theorem 2.1 to hold is that
both �I��� and ��I��� for fixed I and � �since
��1−�/2��, by Remark 3.1�. Since �I� is an increasing
function while ��I� is an decreasing function of I, the size of
the interval Imax��� values of I values in �Ic , Ir��h��, where
both conditions are fulfilled is a decreasing function of �. In
particular, there is a maximal �¬�0 value such that the size
of Imax��� tends to zero for �→�0. In the case of �h=3, we
can estimate a bound on the maximal �0 value from Table II.

TABLE II. Key MMO parameters � and  under variation of the applied
current I with �h=3.

I ��I� �I�

4.9 �Ic� 0.112 0
5.0 0.104 0.001
7.0 0.052 0.015
7.8 0.020 0.020
9.0 0.007 0.027
9.7 �Ir��h�� 0 0.031
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At approximately I=7.8, the curves �I� ,��I� intersect, with
�I�=��I�=0.02. It follows that �0� ��7.8��2=4�10−4.
Thus, we estimate that ��10−5 is required such that Theo-
rem 2.1 can hold for some I value within �Ic , Ir��h��, whereas
Theorem 2.1 cannot apply for any particular I value if �
�10−5. Therefore, essentially all of the MMO patterns indi-
cated in Fig. 8 �more precisely, those above the line �
=10−5� are considered as submaximal MMO patterns. Al-
most all of the MMO patterns shown in Fig. 9 ��h=6� are
considered submaximal as well, by the same argument. As
we have discussed, if � is sufficiently small, then the selec-
tion of submaximal canards is described by Theorem 2.2.
But just how small � must be for this result to hold is not
clear. In the next section, we consider to what extent the
characteristics of the MMO patterns that we observe, for �h

=3 and �h=6, are consistent with the subsector structure un-
derlying Theorem 2.2.

IV. THE SELECTION OF MMOs

Numerical studies of how MMO patterns change under
variation of parameters, such as the results presented in Figs.
8 and 9, offer a description of MMO selection. We next
address the mechanisms underlying the selection of particu-
lar submaximal MMOs, within the region of parameter space
where MMOs exist.

A. � fixed

For fixed � �sufficiently small� and fixed �h, we can pick
out a fixed progression of Ls MMO patterns. For example,
for each of the three pairs �� ,�h�= �0.0001,3�, �0.001,3�,
�0.002,3�, we obtained the progression of MMOs given in
Table III by simulation of Eq. �4�, using a Runge-Kutta
method in XPPAUT, for varying I. Note that in some cases we
reduced the time step from dt=0.01 to dt=0.005, or dt
=0.001 to ensure numerical accuracy.

Several features of the data in Table III merit attention.
The observed progression of Ls MMO patterns forms a
Farey-like sequence 16→15→¯→11→21→31→10 �see,
e.g., Ref. 13 for an introduction to Farey sequences�. Such a
sequence will arise for any fixed �sufficiently small� �. If �
�0.0024, then the Farey sequence that we obtain features Ls

MMOs with L�1 more prominently. For example, for fixed
�=0.0025, we find a Farey-like sequence of the form 1s

→¯→11→22→21→31→¯→121→10. This switch-
like behavior near �=0.0024, from the situation where L
�3 to L1 patterns with L large, is a special feature that we
have observed numerically for this particular problem, with
�h�1.

How can we explain the appearance of such a Farey-like
sequence, consisting of submaximal 1s MMO patterns and L1

MMO patterns? Theorem 2.2 shows that for ��0 suffi-
ciently small, 1s MMO patterns with s�s* are a conse-
quence of the existence of secondary canards that form sub-
sectors, with one such subsector associated with each of the
observed 1s MMO patterns, 1�s�s* �see Fig. 6�. Since ��I�
is a decreasing function of I, as long as the subsector struc-
ture persists for a given �, the return mechanism will sweep
through all possible subsectors as I is increased, explaining a
1s→¯→11 sequence.

For ��0 sufficiently small, L1 patterns with L�1 are
only possible if the global return mechanism projects the
corresponding trajectory exponentially close to the strong ca-
nard �the border of the funnel�; i.e., within an O�e−�1/���
neighborhood of the strong canard.8,14 Obviously, an in-
creased � will promote the possibility of being in such a
neighborhood. This is consistent with the data in Table III,
which suggest that L1 patterns arise over larger intervals of I
values for larger �. In the case of a 21 pattern, for example, a
trajectory, after creating a large oscillation, is projected back
exponentially close to the strong canard and creates another
large oscillation by following the strong canard. Subse-
quently, the return mechanism projects the trajectory back
into the �first� subsector corresponding to the secondary ca-
nards, such that an STO results and a 21 pattern is created.
On the other hand, if after two large oscillations the return
mechanism again projects the trajectory close enough to the
strong canard, then an additional large excursion is possible,
leading to a 31 pattern. Hence, L1 patterns for larger L re-
quire � to be closer to zero; i.e., very close to the transition to
10 patterns �relaxation oscillations�. Since ��I� decreases
with I, a sequence 11→21→¯→L1→10 is expected for
increasing I, for each fixed �. Together, these observations
give an explanation, which is consistent with the results in
Theorem 2.2 proved rigorously for � sufficiently small, of
the dependence on � and I of the Farey-like sequence de-
scribed in Table III, and of similar sequences of MMO pat-
terns that appear for each fixed � �see Figs. 8 and 9�.

We note that for each s, there also exist alternating
MMO patterns, consisting of sequences of simple 1s and 1s−1

patterns, in the transition from a 1s MMO to a 1s−1 MMO
that occurs under variation of the parameter I. For example,
in the case �=0.001 and I=8.52, we observe a �periodic�
131414 pattern. Similarly, we observe alternating MMO pat-
terns, consisting of sequences of simple L1 and �L+1�1 pat-
terns, in each transition from an L1 pattern to an �L+1�1

pattern under variation of I. For example, in the case �
=0.001 and I=9.634, we observe a �periodic� 2131 pattern.

In Figs. 8 and 9, it is also evident that more exotic
MMOs are promoted by increases in �h, as well as by in-
creases in �. Such patterns include those featuring larger L
values, those featuring both L�1 and s�1, or those featur-
ing combinations of different patterns �i.e., switching be-

TABLE III. I values associated with some particular MMO patterns for
�h=3.

MMO I�=0.0001 I�=0.001 I�=0.002

16 8.8 8.0 7.8
15 9.0 8.2 8.0
14 9.1 8.4 8.2
13 9.2 8.7 8.6
12 9.4 9.0 8.9
11 9.6 9.3 9.2
21 9.64 9.6 9.5
31 9.667 9.64 9.6
10 9.67 9.65 9.62
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tween Ls and �L��s� for either 
L−L� 
 �1, 
s−s� 
 �1, or both

L−L� 
 �1 and 
s−s� 
 �1, as shown in Fig. 10, for ex-
ample�. A theory to explain precisely the dynamical mecha-
nisms responsible for all the observed exotic MMOs, such as
the one shown in Fig. 10, has not yet been developed and is
beyond the scope of this work. On the other hand, we can
give an explanation of why increasing �h �for fixed �� leads
to more exotic MMOs.

Recall that a decreased  value increases the number of
subsectors associated with different numbers s of observed
small oscillations in a Ls pattern, but the size of these sub-
sectors decreases as  decreases �see Remark 3.1 and Fig. 6�.
Since the size of the subsectors is decreased and the number
increased, there will be more subsectors in a small �fixed
size� neighborhood of the strong canard. This enhances the
possibility that trajectories visit many of these different sub-
sectors and more complicated MMOs occur. In particular, to
observe periodic Ls patterns with both L�1 and s�1, the
return mechanism has to bring trajectories very close to the
strong canard at some time within each period; i.e., ��0 is
needed as well. The limiting values of Ir��h� for the transition
from MMOs to relaxation oscillations ��=0� are given, for
example, by Ir��h=3�=9.7, Ir��h=6�=15.6, and Ir��h=9�
=18.9. The corresponding  values are given by �Ir��h

=3��=0.031, �Ir��h=6��=0.027, and �Ir��h=9��=0.022,
which suggests that �Ir��h�� is a decreasing function of �h.
Therefore, we expect more exotic Ls patterns with both L
�1 and s�1 for increased �h. If we increase �h from �h=3
to �h=6 for fixed �=0.002, then we can find, for example, a
12111122 MMO pattern for I=14.5, a 23 MMO pattern for
I=14.32 �although this depends on initial conditions�, and a
1113 MMO pattern for I=14.0. These patterns cannot be
found for �h=3 with �=0.002. If we further increase to �h

=9 then we can also find, for example, a 41 MMO pattern for
I=18.7, a 24 MMO pattern for I=17.0, and a 1114 MMO
pattern for I=16.6 �again depending on initial conditions�.

Figures 11 and 12 show examples of extremely similar
MMO patterns, of matching types, produced with �h=3 and

�h=6, with �=0.007, by selecting different values of I. In
particular, for �h=3, these patterns occur for I
=8, 8.5, 9 , 9.3, with �I�=0.021, 0.024, 0.027, 0.029, re-
spectively, while for �h=6, the matching patterns occur for
larger I values, namely, I=11, 12.5, 14, 14.8, with �I�
=0.018, 0.022, 0.025, 0.026. Figure 12 shows that for
larger �h, there is a compression in the region of the phase
space of Eq. �6� in which the subthreshold dynamics occurs
for the same MMO type.

To understand the fact that larger I values are needed to
produce a given MMO for larger �h, note that  decreases as
�h increases; e.g., �I ,�h=3���I ,�h=6� for fixed I. Indeed,
small  reflects a large separation of timescales associated
with the h and n dynamics, as can be induced by increasing

FIG. 10. An exotic MMO obtained from Eq. �4� with �h=6, �n=1, I
=12.6, �=0.0083. This MMO features alternations of 13 and 15 patterns, as
seen from the voltage trace in the top panel. The bottom panel shows the
same solution projected to the �h ,v� plane.

FIG. 11. MMO solutions of Eq. �4� for �h=3 �top� and �h=6 �bottom� for
�=0.007. From left to right: 19 , 14 , 23 , and 31 MMOs.

FIG. 12. Phase plane projections of MMO solutions of Eq. �4� shown in Fig.
11. These plots display, from left to right, 19 , 14 , 23, and 31 MMOs. They
are zoomed in to show the return to the neighborhood of Sa

−, subthreshold
oscillations that develop near L−, and the jump away from Sa

−. In the top row,
�h=3, and in the bottom row, �h=6. For each fixed MMO pattern shown,
there is greater compression in the h �horizontal� direction for �h=6, with
smaller �, than for �h=3, as discussed in the text.
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�h from 1. Since =�1 /�2 for eigenvalues �2��1�0 from
linearization of Eq. �6� about the folded node, small  is
associated with an approach to the folded node closer to its
weak eigendirection, which promotes more STOs. As a re-
sult, to obtain a fixed number of STOs for a larger �h, a
smaller ��I�, and correspondingly, a larger value of I, is
needed. These smaller ��I� are evident in the compression
seen in the phase planes for �h=6, relative to those for �h

=3, in Fig. 12.

B. I fixed

Interestingly, for fixed I, a nonmonotonic change in the
number of STOs within MMO patterns can be observed as �
is increased. For example, Fig. 13 displays the MMOs oc-
curring for I=8 over a wide range of � values, illustrating the
decrease and subsequent increase in the number of STOs per
cycle seen as � increases. This nonmonotonicity appears to
be fairly general, for fixed I in the 1more region in Figs. 8 and
9. Furthermore, Figs. 8 and 9 show that as � increases, the
parameter set giving 1more MMOs terminates at smaller I
values, despite the fact that the onset of MMOs occurs for
larger I values, such that the 1more region shrinks from both
sides. Similar trends occur for other regions. If we consider
isoclines of particular 1more patterns within the 1more region
in Figs. 8 and 9, we find curves that are qualitatively similar
to the border between 1more and 1less, at least for � not too
large. The form of the isoclines reflects the two effects of
increasing �: �a� the shift of onset of 1s patterns to larger I
values and �b� the shift of transitions between patterns to
smaller I values. Since there is a continuum of 1s MMO
patterns, the isoclines get squeezed for larger values of �.
Therefore, the isoclines vary nonmonotonically with �, ex-
plaining the nonmonotonic behavior observed for fixed I.

C. Varying � and � independently

The above discussion explains how both the local char-
acteristics of the flow of Eq. �6�, such as , and the global
return process, captured by �, contribute to the selection of
MMOs. Since this explanation, although it clarifies the rel-
evant mechanisms, is not rigorous, we performed an addi-
tional set of simulations to examine further the roles of  and
�. Specifically, we experimented with varying � while hold-
ing , and all other parameters, fixed, and vice versa. Since
=�I� and �=��I� are not independent of each other �see
Remark 2.2�, we mimicked an independent variation of � by
choosing different initial conditions for system �4� on the
projection curve P�L+��Sa

− in �v ,h ,n� space, yielding dif-
ferent initial distances �0. When we varied �0, we counted
the number of STOs before the first large voltage spike, since
the trajectories that pass through the singular funnel end up
contracted together, with details of initial conditions having
little impact beyond the first passage. Our simulations
showed that, consistent with the singular limit analysis be-
hind Theorem 2.2 and the discussion in Sec. IV A, decreas-
ing �0 decreases the number of STOs before the first excur-
sion �and as expected has no impact on the number of STOs
between subsequent excursions�. Figure 14 shows voltage
time courses for three sample simulations, illustrating this
point.

FIG. 13. MMOs for �h=3, �n=1, I=8, �=0.001,0.002,0.0045,0.007, re-
spectively. Note that the number of STOs per cycle decreases from 6 to 5
and then increases again as � increases. Still larger numbers of STOs occur
for ��0.001 as well; however, these are difficult to visualize due to their
small amplitude. Indeed, the amplitude of STOs increases with �.

FIG. 14. MMOs selected by independent variation of � and  for �h=3.
Top: With �=0.004 and I=7, initial conditions with different � values lead
to different numbers of STOs before the first large excursion. After this
excursion, since all simulations share the same I and hence �I�, identical
MMOs result, with 13 STOs per cycle. From left to right: �=0.2 �solid in far
right panel� gives approximately 20 STOs, �=0.15 �dashed in far right�
gives approximately 17 STOs, �=0.1 �dash-dotted in far right� gives ap-
proximately eight STOs. The phase plane on the far right illustrates that
different cases start with different h, yet all cases share the same global
return �indicated by the arrow�, leading to the same subsequent MMO pat-
tern. Bottom: With �=0.001, despite the fact that �=0.025 for all simula-
tions shown, different initial numbers of STOs result for different I. More-
over, due to the different I and hence �I�, different MMO patterns follow
the initial large excursions in v. From left to right: I=5.5 �solid in far right
panel� gives 26 STOs initially, I=7 �dashed in far right� gives eight STOs
initially, I=9 �dash-dotted in far right� gives five STOs initially �although
these are less tightly packed together in time than the I=7 STOs�. The phase
plane on the far right further illustrates the point that, due to the different I
and hence �I�, the different trajectories have different return positions.
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From Remark 3.1 and Sec. IV A, however, we expect
that the subsector sizes vary with . Thus, we cannot simply
conclude that the distance �, determined by the global return,
selects the MMO pattern that will appear. To illustrate this
further, we performed simulations using initial conditions
that shared the same �, for different I �and hence �I�� val-
ues, with all other parameters fixed. We found that, despite
the use of the same � value, quite different numbers of STOs,
before the first large excursion, resulted for different I val-
ues, as shown in Fig. 14. Indeed, smaller I values gave more
STOs. This is consistent with the claim that smaller I values
yield smaller , with smaller subsectors as well as stronger
attraction to the weak eigendirection �Fig. 6�, which pulls
trajectories away from subsectors associated with submaxi-
mal, Ls, or exotic MMOs.

Remark 4.1: Since the projection P�L+� lies at approxi-
mately constant v except when h�1, we measured � simply
in terms of differences in h coordinates. We took care to
ensure that all initial conditions really were on P�L+�, so the
error introduced by this approximation was quite small and
did not account for the differences in STOs that occurred for
fixed � across different I values.

From these simulations, we see that trajectories lying a
fixed distance from the corresponding strong canards for dif-
ferent parameter sets may belong to different MMO sectors
and yield different MMO patterns. Similarly, trajectories at
different distances from their strong canards may yield simi-
lar MMO patterns, as in Figs. 11 and 12. In summary, ��I�,
measured relative to the strong canard, does not determine
MMO patterns on its own. Rather, the return position must
be considered relative to a subsector structure, and both de-
pend on I �via �I� for the subsectors in particular�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The variety of arguments in the previous sections may
appear to paint a confusing picture about the existence and
selection of MMO patterns for system �4� with �h�1. How-
ever, this picture can be summarized in terms of a few key
results:

�1� In the singular limit �→0, MMOs exist for Ic� I
� Ir��h� for �h��h

e.6 The folded node of Eq. �6� comes
into existence as I increases through Ic, the value of
which is independent of �h. The global return mecha-
nism causes a switch from MMOs to relaxation oscilla-
tions at I= Ir��h�, which depends on �h.

�2� The existence of maximal 1s*
MMOs for Eq. �4� pre-

dicted from the �↓0 theory only extends to some inter-
val of � within �0,10−5�. A wide variety of MMO pat-
terns are expected for � values above this interval.

�3� When all parameters are fixed, including ��0, MMOs
exist on an interval �Ic��� , Ir��h ;��� of I values. The on-
set value Ic��� and the offset value Ir��h ;�� are O���
perturbations of the values Ic , Ir��h�, respectively, de-
fined in the singular limit. For fixed I in this interval, the
MMO pattern that appears is strongly related to where
trajectories from the singular funnel are mapped, under
the global return to P�L+��Sa

− induced by the flow of
Eq. �4�. This selection depends on more than the dis-

tance ��I� between the return image and the strong ca-
nard, however. In analogy to the singular limit result in
Theorem 2.2, it appears that the intervals in P�L+� that
give rise to different numbers of STOs depend on a sub-
sector structure that scales with �I� and � �Fig. 6�, as
well as with �h. Thus, all of the control parameters that
we have explored participate in MMO pattern selection,
when MMOs exist.

�4� For fixed sufficiently small �, we observe Farey-like se-
quences of MMOs, i.e., increases in I cause decreases in
the number of STOs within 1s MMO patterns, until a
transition to L1 patterns with increasing L occurs and
finally the sequence terminates in a relaxation oscillation
pattern. These trends can be understood through consid-
eration of �I� and the distance ��I� between initial con-
ditions on P�L+� and the intersection of the strong ca-
nard with P�L+�, as follows:

�a� As I, and hence �I�, is increased, the rates of
attraction to the folded node along the two stable
eigendirections, given by the flow of Eq. �6�, be-
come more similar. Thus, when  is larger, trajec-
tories track the weak eigendirection less closely,
yielding fewer STOs.

�b� It appears that ��I� is a decreasing function of I.
Thus, for larger I, the global return point is closer
to the strong canard, which also leads to fewer
STOs and promotes L1 MMO patterns, with L�1,
if ��I��0.

Our work on MMOs in the Hodgkin-Huxley equations
was motivated by the patterns observed numerically by Doi,
Kumagai, and collaborators.2–5 While these researchers tried
to analyze these patterns using a fast-slow decomposition
with one slow variable, the analysis in Eq. �6� shows that the
HH system �1� fits within the framework of recently devel-
oped rigorous theory of MMO patterns in two-slow-variable
singularly perturbed systems near folded nodes.8,10 This
theory can be used to approximate the regions in parameter
space where MMOs will exist,6 and it explains observed
Farey-like sequences of MMO patters when the singular per-
turbation parameter � is sufficiently small.

Since  and � tend to be small relative to � for system
�4�, however, particularly as � is made larger, Ls MMOs with
both L�1 and s�1, and various exotic MMOs, can appear.
For example, the case =O��� �or smaller� has to be con-
sidered as a folded saddle-node case �analogous to =0 in
the singular limit�. The general theory for MMO patterns in
singularly perturbed systems near a folded saddle-node has
yet to be developed and will be part of future work. In par-
ticular, we are interested in understanding how mixing of
different 1s MMOs �as shown in Fig. 10� as well as Ls

MMOs, with both L�1 and s�1, may occur. A first ap-
proach to understanding the variety of �exotic� MMO pat-
terns by a geometric singular perturbation analysis can be
found in Ref. 14, where the authors study a prototypical
example of a generalized canard mechanism for a system
featuring three timescales. �Such a system has essentially a
folded saddle-node structure.� For that prototypical example,
the authors prove results on stable exotic MMO patterns con-
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sisting of 1s, 1s−1 and 1s−2 patterns as well as on stable 22 and
L1 patterns. Interestingly enough, we observe more exotic
MMO patterns for system �4� than are seen in their proto-
typical three timescale example. Moreover, we find examples
of abrupt, switch-like changes from Ls patterns with small L
to those with large L as � increases, as well as the appearance
of multiple MMO patterns, selected by initial conditions, for
certain fixed parameter sets. Complex MMO patterns have
recently been identified and explained in systems with a
weakly unstable saddle-focus, near a transition between sub-
and supercriticality of an associated Hopf bifurcation.15 Fu-
ture studies will be needed to understand the exotic features
that we have observed in the HH system �4� with �h�1.

The exotic MMOs observed in Figs. 8 and 9 for � suffi-
ciently far from 0 cannot be directly explained by the exist-
ing singular perturbation theory, simply because the pertur-
bation is too strong. Nonetheless, the results that we observe
are consistent with the trends given by the singular limit
analysis, which suggests that at least at a qualitative level,
the mechanisms that generate MMOs and contribute to
MMO patterns for larger � are closely related to those that
are understood near the singular limit.

Another way to overcome the difficulty in the analysis
related to large perturbation � is to look at bifurcations of the
full system �4� related to the onset of oscillations. For ex-
ample, Guckenheimer et al.16 have studied MMOs in the
vicinity of codimension-2 subcritical Hopf-homoclinic bifur-
cations. In the singular limit, we obtain a homoclinic orbit in
the case of a folded saddle-node, providing a theoretical op-
portunity for the existence of some form of Hopf-homoclinic
bifurcation of the full system. The relationship of the phe-
nomena we have analyzed in Eq. �4� to the work in Gucken-
heimer et al.16 as well as to Shilnikov type homoclinic orbits
requires further clarification, which remains for future work.
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APPENDIX: THE HODGKIN-HUXLEY MODEL

In the nondimensionalized HH system �1�, the param-
eters are given by

Ī = I/k, ḡk = 0.3, ḡl = 0.0025,

ĒNa = 0.5, ĒK = − 0.77, ĒL = − 0.544,

� = 0.0083,

where I is the applied current in the original HH model �in
A /cm2�, k= �120 mS /cm2�kv, and kv= �100 mV�. These
values are obtained from those in Ref. 1 by a nondimension-
alization process described fully in Ref. 6. Define

�m�v� =
�kvv + 40�/10

1 − exp�− �kvv + 40�/10�
,

�m�v� = 4 exp�− �kvv + 65�/18� ,

�h�v� = 0.07 exp�− �kvv + 65�/20� ,

�h�v� = 1/�1 + exp�− �kvv + 35�/10�� ,

�n�v� =
�kvv + 55�/100

1 − exp�− �kvv + 55�/10�
,

�n�v� = 0.125 exp�− �V + 65�/80� ,

each with units of �ms�−1. Additional functions in the model
are

x��v� =
�x�v�

�x�v� + �x�v�

for x�m ,h ,n and

tx�v� =
kt

�x�v� + �x�v�
,

with kt=1 ms, such that each tx is dimensionless. Finally, �
= t /kt, where t is the original time variable, in milliseconds,
in Ref. 1.
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